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White House Postal Task Force

T

releases long-awaited report

oday, the Trump administration’s task force released its
report evaluating USPS finances and operations, United
States Postal Service: A Sustainable Path Forward. Due
to the White House on August 10, the administration sat on the
report for nearly four months, leaving both the Postal Service
and Congress to delay meaningful action on addressing core
issues in order to wait for these recommendations.

The good news is the report does not expressly call for the privatization of the Postal Service, though it does highlight the
privatization of postal systems such as Germany and New
Zealand. “This is a victory for the public and the NALC,”
President Rolando said. “Our efforts to mobilize the public and
a majority of Congress to oppose privatization and to support
H.Res. 933 and S. Res. 633 have paid off.”

Although NALC is still studying the report and will report on
its details in greater detail, NALC President Fredric Rolando
called the report “a huge missed opportunity filled with legislative recommendations that are likely to be dead on arrival in
Congress.”

But he added: “This report, particularly in its suggestions for
regulatory and administrative changes, poses a serious threat to
affordable universal service. We will remain vigilant and fight
any efforts to damage the public interest in such service.”

Rather than fully addressing the artificial financial crisis
caused by the 2006 retiree health pre-funding mandate enacted
by Congress in 2006, the report launches an all-out attack on
the collective bargaining rights of postal employees – calling
for the revocation of the right to negotiate wages by America’s
postal unions. “NALC totally rejects this attack on hard-working American workers and we are confident that bipartisan
majorities in both houses of Congress will too,” Rolando said.
The report also calls for massive service cuts – allowing USPS
to reduce the frequency and quality of delivery services, which
would result in huge job losses for city letter carriers. It also
advocates forcing the Postal Service to dramatically raise
prices for the delivery of packages, the fastest growing and
highly profitable segment of the Postal Service’s volume.
Indeed, an industry coalition representing package shippers,
the Package Coalition, warned that the recommendations
would “limit access and raise prices” on package delivery,
harming consumers and the Postal Service alike.

Another positive in an otherwise disappointing report, was the
Task Force’s apparent embrace of the postal workforce’s proposal to reduce the retiree health pre-funding burden by limiting the amount to be pre-funded to the actual vested liability
for such benefits (recommendations viewable here). NALC
urges Congress to adopt this proposal before the current
Congress ends.
“The delay of this long-overdue report has resulted in another
missed opportunity in the 115th Congress to advance real
measures that would strengthen the Postal Service and return
financial stability to this agency,” Rolando said. “NALC is
committed to restoring USPS to financial stability while protecting its employees and strengthening the universal mail
delivery network.”
NALC will thoroughly review this report and provide its feedback to Congress and the administration while keeping letter
carriers aware of any updates. +
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VI EW PO IN T
Jeff Fox, Editor

The Mid-term elections are behind us as I write this
article; for the last two years, the Republicans have controlled both houses of Congress, the Senate and the
House of Representatives, as well as the White House.
There has been no check and balance on the Executive
Branch for the past two years; but, on November 6,
2018 a great big blue wave crashed up on the shores of Washington, DC. The
Democrats took back the House with a commanding victory but the Senate
remains in control of the Republicans and that’s just fine because we now have
divided government which in my opinion always works better. Divided control of Congress will force our representatives to “compromise”. Without compromise, they will get nothing done for the next two years.
I believe compromise is good because our government is being run by the
extremes of both parties, on both the right and the left. I believe many more
people are in the center but they are not represented. The primary process
requires Democrats to run to the left in order to get nominated and the
Republicans must run to the right to get the nomination. While everyone else,
who is in the center, are still not represented; sure, it used to be that once you
got the nomination, the candidate would move more towards the center but it
looks like those days are behind us.
A divided Congress could not have come at a better time for the
USPS/NALC. President Trump’s report, which he held back until after the
election, does not paint a pretty picture for the working stiffs at the Post Office.
The President’s report veered away from privatization and instead focuses on
busting the union by attacking the letter carrier’s rate of pay, health benefits,
pension benefits and the right to negotiate a fair contract. This will not happen
now that compromise is required to pass any legislation and, admittedly, nothing will probably happen, good or bad for the Postal Service over the short
term. It should be interesting to watch and see if common sense and compromise rule the day in DC; but then again, by the time you are reading this, the
government could be shut-down over financing for a border wall that I thought
Mexico was going to pay for. Happy Holidays everyone! +
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National Business Agent, Region 15

T

Larry Cirelli

his is an update to an
article I wrote back in
November of 2013.
Unfortunately, the issues and
problems it speaks about is as
current now as it was then. In
some ways the problem is worst
now then back in 2013 with letter carrier’s start times being
pushed back later and later. I
thought it would be a good idea
to update it and send it out again
as a reminder.

after dark is unsafe. We know the dangerous areas and
should refuse to deliver there after dark. These are reasons
to bring the mail back and refuse the order. If you get disciplined, we will grieve it, but at least you will be safe and
alive to grieve it. Please remember this and pass the word
to your fellow carriers and especially the CCAs.

When this article was first written back in 2013, I had just
received information that a letter carrier was shot and killed
in Landover, Maryland during later than normal hours. The
case is still unsolved to this day and it would be unjust to
lay blame on darkness as the predominate factor but it must
be considered as a factor.

For all those carriers that are using the hat lights, the socalled miner hats, they are not approved equipment. They
are not safe as you think they are. If you are using the light
to read the mail, you can’t see where you are stepping. If
you are looking at your feet, you are going to miss that low
hanging tree limb. If you are looking at the handrail, you
are missing the step.
There is talk of creating an
approved hat with LED lights but these are going to be a
totally different type of hat. In any event, they have not yet
approved so DO NOT USE THEM! The same goes for
flashlights. They are not approved equipment. We don’t
have enough hands to carry the mail, adding a flashlight to
the mix is dangerous. DO NOT USE THEM.

What I am going to go into once more are your rights and
responsibilities concerning your job and, more importantly,
your responsibility to your family.
Your number one priority is being safe. Delivering your
mail and returning safe. Completing your day at work and
returning safely to your family. Nothing else is as high of
importance! No matter what anyone says or anyone orders
you to do, if the situation puts your safety in jeopardy, your
life in jeopardy, you have a right and obligation to you and
your family to refuse the order under safety regulations.
Darkness of itself is not unsafe. Darkness of itself is not a
reason to refuse an order. Not being able to see where you
are walking is unsafe. Not being able to see the steps you
have to walk up and down is unsafe. Not being able to see
dogs and other animals is unsafe. Walking in the street in
the dark because the block does not have sidewalks is
unsafe. Not everyone has the reflective gear, especially
CCAs. Delivering in a high crime neighborhood or street

I am not naive and I know that a lot of carriers love the
overtime and are willing to work late but remember you
and your family can’t spend overtime money if you are
not there. Be safe, be with your family, and think about
what could happen and how your family would be
impacted.

I am asking all shop stewards to file a class action grievance in locations where management is handing out miner
lights, flashlights or permitting their use. They are not
approved; they are not safe and should not be used.
Completing the route is not worth it. The extra money is
not worth it. What is worth beyond price is your health and
safety. Don’t let anyone take it away from you.
As this article will appear in a Holiday issue of the newsletter you are reading, I wish you a very Merry Christmas,
New Year and Holiday. Please be safe and let’s start 2019
on a healthy note. +

Annual NJSALC Congressional Conference
Hyatt Regency Washington on Capitol Hill
April 10th and 11th, 2019
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HOW THE NALC SERVES THE COUNTRY

S

Richard Folmer, Executive Board

ince 2013, the NALC/USPS
has seen a tremendous
turnover rate for letter carriers. Some letter carriers can only
see what happens on their workroom floor; but, the NALC has a
lot more to offer than representing letter carriers on the workroom floor. I would like to share
some of those things with you.
You’ll see that our union is
actively involved in all aspects of
our lives including our families and communities.

ment account that can be rolled into TSP once converted
to career. The other is the MBA Independence life insurance plan you pay once and have a policy for life that
earns cash value.

The NALC organizes the single largest one-day food
drive in the country (STAMP OUT HUNGER FOOD
DRIVE). On the 2nd Saturday of May, for the last 25
years, letter carriers from all 50 states and territories collect food to help fill food
pantries around the country; to date, the NALC
has collected over 1.6 billion pounds of food. The
food is collected by letter
carriers at a time of year
not normally associated
with food drives and
when food pantries are
most in need.

The NALC owns NALCREST; a community for retired
letter carriers located in central Florida. It’s also available for those who want to visit the residence for a vacation. It’s located one hour from Disneyworld. The NALC
this
year
established
the Disaster
R e l i e f
Foundation
to help the
suffering of
members
affected by
natural disasters.

The NALC is a primary
sponsor of the Muscular Dystrophy Association (MDA).
Letter carriers like you and I have donated over 20 million dollars in just the last 15 years. If anyone has any
doubt of our success, they should just review the breakthroughs in MDA research or ask the parents of a child
with Muscular Dystrophy. Recent developments in this
area have increased both quality of life and life expectancy.

The NALC participates in the Carrier Alert program.
This is a way to report irregularities with our customers
or when we see something unsafe or a potential crime. In
today’s “see something, say something” society the carrier alert program couldn’t be more important than it is
today. These are just a few examples of how the NALC
is actively involved in our lives, there are many more. To
learn more about these programs visit the NALC website
or download the NALC app on your smartphone.

The NALC manages its own Health Benefit Plan (HBP)
for letter carriers; the plan is over 65 years old. The HBP
is so good now that employees of other crafts are willing
to pay NALC dues along with the HBP premiums just to
have our plan. Like many things the HBP improves with
age.

In conclusion, I just wanted to touch on safety a bit. I’m
sad to report that another letter carrier was killed while
performing his duty. Joel Perales lost his life when he
was stuck by another vehicle. Reports say the driver lost
control of his vehicle and struck Mr. Perales while he
was working from the back of his vehicle. Unfortunately,
this isn’t the first time this has occurred and I fear it will
not be the last. Please support your brother and sister carriers to make sure they have safe park points and use
extra caution when working from the back of our vehicles. Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!+

The NALC also has a Mutual Benefit Association
(MBA) that everyone should be aware of as they offer all
types of life insurance and annuity products without the
regular insurance company salesman in the middle. Two
great products the MBA has is the CCA annuity/retire-

The NALC offers college scholarships to the family of
NALC members; you can learn more on this subject on
the NALC website (nalc.org). Our own New Jersey State
Association of Letter Carriers (NJSALC) also offers a
scholarship; it’s called the Richard P. O’Connell Sr.
Scholarship and the application is available inside this
issue of the Garden State Letter Carrier. The application
is also available on our website njsalc.com.
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No S u rp ri s es H er e

L

Donald Hill, Executive Board

etter Carriers… Actors can
be activists, but activist can’t
be actors. There’s too much
at stake to risk your fate on being
fake. Recent revelations have
revealed that a task force put together by our beloved POTUS (Yeah,
some of you voted for him!) has
determined that the U.S. Postal
Service would be better without collective bargaining (aka Union). If
this isn’t an example of “Fake
News”, It is an example of a fake reality! I would like to ask
my union sisters and brothers, how’s your political intelligence? Do you see a ploy, a deliberate attempt for you to let
down your guard? Foolish folks are persuaded by sound bites
and unearned accomplishments. We should not become victims of an attempt to derail us from what we know is fictional!
Not surprised! A task force empaneled by our Billionaire-InChief would recommend that working people should not be
able to: Negotiate wages, health benefits and working condi-

tions. Suggesting, you should just shut-up and deliver the mail.
What will you want next, vacation time? But that’s not all this
Mr. Donald (McDonald) is offering with your happy meal, he
wants to eliminate your FERS (Federal Employees Retirement
System) supplemental payments and change high 3 to high 5.
He’ll get no dap from me! Additionally, he wants to change
CSRS (Civil Service Retirement System) and Social Security.
If he succeeds in doing that, maybe he should get his wall
(around the Whitehouse) to keep the throngs of pitchforks and
torches from marching on the tax payers’ CRIB!
Who’s aware? I’m aware and so is my Congressman Bill
Pascrell. Congressman Pascrell (NJ 9th District) has communicated through his chief of staff to me that he is just as outraged
by the taskforce recommendations as I am. Thank you, Bill!
Tools in an activist arsenal should include a coordinated effort
to educate members in our case through knowledge of political legislations. A collective effort of unity to achieve political
goals by way of votes and contributing (raising money) for our
Letter Carrier Political Fund. Brothers and sisters this is not
reality tv but reality for real! +

U.S. Congressman Bill Pascrell, Jr.
For Immediate Release December 6, 2018

Pascrell Assails Destructive Postal Report
So-called task force would harm, not help USPS

WASHINGTON, DC – Today, U.S. Representatives Bill Pascrell, Jr. (D-NJ-09) blasted a report issued by Donald Trump’s task force on the U.S.
Postal Service that seeks to weaken the USPS under the guise of saving it.
“This task force is a vehicle to commit vandalism on our cherished Postal Service. Its report actually endorses the artificial pension requirement
Republicans tied around USPS’s neck in 2006 that requires USPS to prefund its employee pensions 75 years in advance, an unprecedented obligation that is slowly strangling USPS. The task force then pushes an agenda that would attack the collective bargaining rights of unionized employees
and reduce delivery days and service standards. It would also dilute the constitutional promise of universal service by threatening to increase costs
for rural communities. This report represents a slow-pincer movement towards privatizing America’s postal service. While I didn’t think the Trump
administration had any interest in protecting the USPS, this report confirms that they want to actively harm it. Congress must stand up.”
###

60th Annual Joseph Esposito
Bowling Tournament
Sponsored by the NJSALC
Sunday, June 2, 2019
11:00 AM - $90.00 per team

Please go to NJSALC.com for registration form
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2019 Richard P. O’Connell
Scholarship Program

The New Jersey State Association of Letter Carriers (NJSALC) is now accepting applications for the
2019 Richard P. O’Connell Scholarship Program. All requests for applications must be sent to the scholairship committee chair by February 22, 2019. The Chair will send scholarship packets to all applicants.
Completed packets must be returned to the Chair by April 12, 2019. The scholarships are available to
the dependent children of members of NALC Branches within the state of New Jersey. Applicant’s
parent/guardian must be a member in good standing of the NALC for at least one (1) year prior to making
application. Applicants must be a high school senior when completing the application. ALL requested
information must be received by the scholarship chair by dates indicated above. O’Connell
Scholarship Awards are issued in the year of high school graduation only.
Christine Strasser – O’Connell Scholarship Chair
9 Weamaconk Drive
Englishtown, NJ 07726

O’Connell Scholarship Application
(Please Print)
Applicant’s Name
NALC Member Name
Home Address
City / State / ZIP
Home Telephone

Cell

Email Address
Applicant’s Signature
NALC Member Signature
Relationship to Applicant
Local NALC Branch Officer Signature required for verification of member in good standing:
Title

Branch Officer Signature
Branch Officer Printed Name
Branch Number

Branch City

Date

Application also available online at: NJSALC. com
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DONALD TRUMP IS MY PRESIDENT!

T

Chuck Goushian, Executive Board

hat's right, you heard me.
Donald Trump is my president and he's yours too.
Like it or not, he was democratically elected as our president. No
matter your political leanings or
your personal feelings, this is what
we have. I'm not suggesting we
throw our support behind him. On
the contrary, I suggest we throw
our support behind each other. It's
the strength in our numbers, when
we stand together, that supports us through trying times.
I know there are many of our members who voted for, and
support the president. I'm not going to try to dissuade them
from their personal beliefs. However, we need to protect
ourselves, and I'm asking all of our members for their support in this endeavor. We need to stand together and use
the strength of our numbers to protect our wages, benefits,
retirement and the right to collective bargaining.
For example, the White House finally released the report
from the White House Postal Task Force. The report calls
for the revocation of the right to negotiate wages by
America’s postal unions. So, right off the bat, there's that.
Has anybody ever heard of the Great Postal Strike? Do you
remember how letter carriers couldn't negotiate wages and
it took an act of congress to get a pay raise? Do you think
our president would sign that bill? The report also calls for
massive service cuts which would result in huge job losses
for city letter carriers. Other recommendations are
designed to implode the USPS by forcing the Postal
Service to raise prices for the delivery of packages.

Rep. LoBiondo Retires

R

epresentative Frank LoBiondo will retire at the
end of this year. A true friend of letter carriers
who supported letter carriers and our issues
throughout his long tenure as the Congressman from
the 2nd Congressional District in New Jersey. Rep.
LoBiondo was first elected to Congress in 1994.

First Vice-President of the NJSALC and President of
NALC Branch 903, Neslon Gaskill, took this opportunity to thank Rep. LoBiondo with the presentation of a
plaque (pictured on the left). The plaque presented
from Cape-Atlantic Branch 903 read, “Honorary
Lifetime Member Award. In appreciation for all your
support and dedication, 1994 – 2018”. On behalf of
the NJSALC, we all wish Frank LoBiondo a long and
healthy retirement. +

One thing the report does confirm; our collective and unified efforts, has made an impact. The report does not
expressly call for the privatization of the Postal Service.
Our broad bipartisan support in Congress to oppose privatization (H. Res. 933 and S. Res. 633) is to be given credit
for this. And the only reason we were able to garner that
support is because we had the funds to pay our NALC personnel to do the leg work. We all hear the talk about
money in politics, and yes, the NALC contributes money
(through the LCPF) to political campaigns. That's not what
I'm talking about here. I'm talking about paying the
salaries for released letter carriers, and others, to do the
work it takes to get the support of our representatives.
These are members of our own branches, who are out there
knocking on doors, making phone calls, communicating
with businesses and educating our representatives.
It all costs money; money that is not allowed to come from
union dues. It can only come from voluntary donations.
We have the proof the work this money pays for reaps dividends. Let’s get the bang for the buck we deserve. There
is strength in numbers, brothers and sisters, and those numbers are not limited to our persons. Those numbers also
include dollars, and when I say “strength in numbers”, I'm
also talking about the strength of a lot of dollars. Money
talks and BS walks.
Please contribute to the Letter Carrier Political Fund. I'm
worried about my job and my future, and my dollar alone
isn't gonna cut it; I need my brothers and sisters to help me
out here. My president is trying to hurt me and my family,
and whatever happens to me, is going to happen to you as
well.+
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New Jersey Manufacturer’s Insurance
Available for NJSALC Members

The New Jersey State Association of Letter Carriers (NJSALC) is associated with New Jersey Manufacturer’s Insurance Company
(NJM). As a member of the NJSALC you are eligible for discounted auto and homeowner’s insurance through NJM, you must be
an active letter carrier and an NALC member.
Unfortunately, this union benefit is not available for retirees, due to NJM company policy. However, if you’re an active carrier and
obtain a policy prior to retirement, you can carry it over when you retire. For more details, contact any NJSALC Officer or Executive
Board Member.
Remember, this benefit is available for NALC union members only, membership in the NALC will be verified.

By making a contribution to the Letter Carrier Political Fund, you are doing so voluntarily with the understanding that your contribution is not a condition of membership in the National Association of Letter Carriers or of employment by the Postal
Service, nor is it part of union dues. You have a right to refuse to contribute without any reprisal. The Letter Carrier Political Fund will use the money it receives to
contribute to candidates for federal office and undertake other political spending as
permitted by law. Your selection shall remain in full force and effect until cancelled.
Contributions to the Letter Carrier Political Fund are not deductible for federal
income tax purposes. Federal law prohibits the Letter Carrier Political Fund from
soliciting contributions from individuals who are not NALC members, executive and
administrative staff or their families. Any contribution received from such an individual will be refunded to that contributor. Federal law requires us to use our best
efforts to collect and report the name, mailing address, occupation and name of
employer of individuals whose contributions exceed $200 per calendar year. Any
guideline amount is merely a suggestion, and an individual is free to contribute
more or less than the guideline suggests and the Union will not favor or disadvantage anyone by reason of the amount of their contribution or their decision not to
contribute.

